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About National Engineering Industries Ltd. (NBC Bearings)

A symbol of dependability and flexible engineering solutions, NBC Bearings

is the brand of National Engineering Industries. Founded in 1946, National

Engineering Industries Ltd (NEI) is India’s leading bearings manufacturer and

exporter, renowned for excellence in quality and delivery. In 2021, NBC

bearings completed 75 years of its incorporation.

Headquartered in Jaipur, Having started with 30,000 bearings in 19 sizes in

1946, NBC has evolved to manufacture over 200 million bearings each year

offering in 2300+ variants to serve a host of customers in India and over 30

other countries across five continents in automotive, railways and industrial

segments. NBC also serves the Indian aftermarket through a countrywide

network of 550+ authorized stockists and thousands of retailers.

Award & Recognitions :

NBC has been the recipient of several award and accolades for its quality

consciousness and manufacturing prowess. Most prominent being the

coveted Deming Grand Prize which is the highest honour in quality awarded

to a company for excellence in Total Quality Management (TQM). NBC

bearings is the only bearing manufacturer to win both - The Deming

Application Award and The Deming Grand Prize Award.

The award is given by the Japanese Union of Scientists and Engineers (JUSE)

to companies for demonstrating practicing TQM in the areas of production,

customer service, safety, human resource, corporate social responsibility,

environment, etc. NBC stands committed to an endless journey of

continuous improvement through TQM.

Shweta Bhardwaj
Bearings  Designation
And Nomenclature



The bearing designation may consist of a basic designation with or 
without prefixes and suffixes. It includes
• Bearing type 
• Boundary dimensions
• Basic design 
The number and letter combinations indicates bearing type and 
dimensions. Basic design includes tolerances, internal clearances & 
other related specifications. In bearing designation system:
• The first digit indicates the bearing type.
•  The second & third identify the ISO dimension series. The 

second digit indicates the width or height series. The third digit 
indicates   the diameter series.

•  The last two digits indicates the bearing bore, which multiplied 
by 5 gives the bearing bore diameter in mm.  

There are exceptions in the basic bearing designation system: 
1. Bearings size code for the following bore diameter are:
 00 = 10 mm 
 01 = 12 mm 
 02 = 15 mm 
 03 = 17 mm 
2. For bearings with a bore diameter < 10 mm, or ≥ 500 mm, the 
bore diameter (d) is generally given as 617/7 (d = 7 mm) or 294/530 
(d = 530 mm). 
3. In case of standard bearing, when bearing diameter are non- 
standard, then it is denoted as 63/28 (d=28 mm)

Bearing Series indicates the bearing type and the dimension series.

The bearing boundary /fitment dimensions consists of bore, outer 
diameter, width size & chamfer dimensions and are based on the 
ISO dimensional system which specifies the following dimensions 
for rolling bearings: bore diameter, d, outside diameter, D, width, B 
or T  and chamfer dimension, r. 
The boundary dimensions for metric bearings based on ISO 
standards are:
• ISO15 for radial rolling bearings, except tapered roller bearings, 

insert bearings and needle roller bearings 
• ISO355 for tapered roller bearings
• ISO104 for thrust bearings

2.1 Bearing Designation

Diameter Series

Dimension Series

Width Series

Deep Groove Ball 

Bearing
160XX, 68XX, 69XX 60XX, 62XX, 63XX ,64XX, 

Angular Contact Ball 

Bearing
32XX, 33XX, 72XX, QJ2XX, QJ3XX

Self – Aligning Ball 

Bearing

N2XX,, N3XX, N4XX ,NJ2XX, NJ3XX, NJ4XX , NJ22XX,NJ23XX, NU2XX, 

NU3XX, NU4XX, NU10XX, NU22XX, NU23XX, NUP3XX,NUP4XX, 

NUP22XX,NUP23XX, NN30XX, NNU49XX

Needle Roller Bearing K, HK, Bk, N48, NA49, NA69, 

Taper Roller Bearing 302XX, 303XX, 313XX, 320XX, 322XX, 323XX, 329XX, 330XX

Spherical Roller 

Bearing
213XX , 222XX,223XX,230XX,231XX,232XX,233XX,239XX,240XX

Thrust Ball Bearing 511XX, 512XX, 513XX, 532XX, 522XX, 523XX, 524XX,



Bearing Designation  (Examples)



2.2 Bearing Nomenclature: 






